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K Codell Carter, The rise of causal concepts
of disease: case histories, The History of
Medicine in Context, Aldershot, Ashgate, 2003,
pp. ix, 237, £55.00 (hardback 0-7546-0678-3).
Occasionally a book comes along from
another discipline that illuminates a new path for
historical study. The philosopher K Codell
Carter’sauthoritativestudyofthetransitionfrom
anassumptionthatdiseases havemultiplecauses
to the modern belief in universal, necessary
causes is such a book. For decades, historians
have fruitfully explored the social history of
modern medicine to the neglect of its intellectual
history. Carter’s careful dissection of the
changing concepts that led to the germ theory of
infectious diseases provides a sturdy base on
which historians may rectify this imbalance and
investigate previously unasked questions about
the history of medicine in the last hundred years.
Building on twenty-five years of study,
translation of seminal papers into English, and
publication of case studies about the
philosophical changes that occurred between
1830 and 1880, Carter draws heavily from his
own publications but reworks the material into a
coherent historical and philosophical tapestry.
He begins by examining the notion of disease
causation before the critical shift began
providing examples. For instance, he quotes one
British physician’s statement in 1845 that some
of his patients attributed their diabetes to
‘‘sleeping out the whole of the night in a state of
intoxication’’(p.10).Today,apatient’sreportof
possible causation is rarely considered as
important as the physician’s own diagnostic
methods, and we find it hard to understand how
anyone could believe that a serious disease like
diabetes might be viewed as having different
causes in different patients.
Beginning with Jacob Henle’s 1844
publication seeking universal, necessary, and
sufficient causes for diseases, Carter describes
the steps necessary for the intellectual shift to
occur. Ignaz Semmelweis’s work in a Vienna
maternityhospitalonchildbedfeverprovidesthe
first case study and the first step, the recognition
of the universality of a cause, that one disease
has a common cause in all patients (actually in
nearly all—a one per cent exception became
important in the argument over Semmelweis’s
credibility). Semmelweis also understood the
conceptofthenecessityofthatuniversalcauseto
the existence of disease: that is, without the
cause, the disease does not exist. Semmelweis’s
intellectual leap is hard to appreciate today, so
complete is our acceptance of this concept.
The idea of universal, necessary causes had to
be fleshed out before it was adopted. First, it was
necessary to grasp the idea that different organic
processes were caused by distinct organisms and
that these organisms must be transmitted from
one host to another to cause disease. The latter
requirement denies the possibility of
spontaneous generation and marks a critical
departure from traditional assumptions. These
ideasbecamethesubjectofLouisPasteur’searly
investigations of diseases of wines, leading him
to the germ theory of infectious diseases, the
assertion that a single microorganism could be
causally linked to a single disease. Pasteur began
by adopting a bacterial hypothesis, asserting that
only microorganisms and nothing else could be
considered in the search for empirical proof of
his theory, a position that illustrates the highly
theoretical nature of these ideas because there is
no evidentiary way to prove or disprove that
something else—evil spirits or miasmas or
astrological conjunctions—also played a role.
Onceenoughevidencehadbeenmarshalled to
convince some scientists that it was worthwhile
looking for proof that bacteria caused disease, it
became necessary to develop an experimental
method for demonstrating causation.
Robert Koch’s work on cholera, wound
infections, and especially tuberculosis, led him
in1882todefinethepostulatesfordemonstrating
causation. Carter notes that the two best
known postulates—that the organism must be
culturedonlaboratorymediaandtheninoculated
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the disease—are the weakest philosophically,
because they are not possible to achieve for all
infectious diseases. Stronger and more central
tothe demonstration ofcausation isthe necessity
argument embodied in the first three postulates,
which state: ‘‘The organism must be exhibited
in every examined case of the disease. The
distribution of the organism must correlate
with and explain disease phenomena. For
each different disease, a morphologically
distinguishable organism must be
identified’’ (p. 131).
To convert sceptics to the radically different
view of disease causation, proponents were able
topointtoafewkeyeventsthatdemonstratedthe
powerofthenewideas.Pasteur,theconsummate
showman, called in the press and the public to
witness his test of an anthrax vaccine and to see
that his rabies vaccine had protected
Joseph Meister from one of the most dreaded
diseases of the time. Koch’s triumphs in
discovering and demonstrating the causes of
cholera and tuberculosis, both greatly feared
diseases, convinced most sophisticated
scientists, physicians, and public health leaders.
By the 1890s, the transformation was complete,
cemented ever more firmly in 1894 when
antidiphtheria serum was introduced as the first
effectivetherapeuticsubstancedevelopedwithin
the new theory. The antiserum’s ability to save
the lives of children on the verge of death from
diphtheria was powerful evidence indeed for
laypeople as well as professionals.
Carter demonstrates how the new aetiological
assumptions about infectious diseases were
integrated into an entire research programme to
identify universal, necessary causes for all
diseases. The case of Sigmund Freud is
especially telling. Considered revolutionary by
many,FreudisviewedbyCarterasfirmlylocated
withinthenewparadigm,ashewassearchingfor
universal, necessary causes for mental disorders.
Also in this framework were the pioneers in
nutritional diseases who linked the causes of
scurvy, beriberi, and pellagra to the absence
of necessary dietary factors.
The case studies in this book breathe life into
the abstract concepts that remind historians why
they are not philosophers. Yet to quote Imre
Lakatos, as Carter does, ‘‘history of science
without philosophy of science is blind’’ (p. viii).
For historians who study medical thought and
medical research activities in the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries, Carter’s book provides a
clear vision of the philosophical tenets
underlying these activities.
Victoria A Harden,
US National Institutes of Health
Joel Peter Eigen, Unconscious crime: mental
absence and criminal responsibility in Victorian
London, Baltimore and London, Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2003, pp.xii, 223, £29.50
(hardback 0-8018-7428-9).
In the nineteenth century concerted efforts
weremadetoformalizethecomplexrelationship
between crime, volition and madness. The legal
systemattemptedtograpplewiththeframeworks
for dealing with those deemed not guilty due
to insanity and, after 1883, guilty but insane.
High profile cases against James Hadfield,
Edward Oxford, Daniel McNaughtan, et al.
demonstrated the antagonistic relationship
between the burgeoning profession of psychiatry
and the law. In these seminal trials, medical
expertsarguedthattheaccusedlackedthemental
capacity to understand the nature or
consequences of their actions. Despite Victorian
attemptstoclassifythedelusional,Englishcourts
played host to an array of ‘‘mentally wayward
defendants’’thatdefiedandexpandedattemptsat
classification. As such, what were jurors to do in
cases where the accused was ‘‘missing’’ at the
time the crime was committed?
Joel Peter Eigen tackles this very question by
examining Old Bailey cases between 1843 and
1876.Inthisperiod,heargues,anewsomeoneor
‘‘something’’ had wandered into the Victorian
courtroom. Eigen is particularly well-versed on
the context of the legal conundrums these trials
represented, having contributed much of the
study for the preceding period. The notion of
insanityinthepost-McNaughtanera,thoughstill
notclearlydefined,hadsomelegalunderpinning.
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experts to show the accused were suffering from
delusions that rendered them unable to know
right from wrong. However, in the cases
examined by Eigen, the perpetrators were not
merely delusional, they were ‘‘absent’’. Eigen’s
study leads the reader into a fascinating
examination of the pre-Freudian unconscious.
Eigen selected five trials for close
examination—intertwined with others that
contextualize and expand their findings—to
illustrate the dilemma of how to adjudicate in
cases where the defendant was controlled by an
unknown part of self responsible for actions
uncharacteristic of the known self. In mental
medicine, descriptions of unconscious states
were plentiful—sleepwalking, epilepsy and
periods of absence—and well documented in
Victorian attempts to elucidate the mechanisms
of self control. Eigen demonstrates that there
was a ‘‘ghost in the sleepwalker’’. In 1855,
Hugh Pollard Willoughby shot barrister
Hardinge Stanley Giffard in the cheek. At the
trial, two Willoughbys presented themselves
alternately to the jury, apparently sharing the
same body. One was poised, gentlemanly,
intelligent, articulate, and able to elicit opinion
from medical experts to aid his defence, the
other a ‘‘religiously obsessed, bible-thumping
ranter’’. Willoughby’s defence counsel pleaded
that he was thoroughly delusional. Two
distinguishable personae in one body had
appeared in medical lore and folk myth, but
never, until this point, at the Old Bailey.
Confusingly, Mary Ann Hunt entered the
Old Bailey in the previous decade, but her trial
provides the basis for Eigen’s next chapter.
Initially, the evidence and guidance of the judge
pointed to a woman of sound mind who had
wittingly committed a brutal murder. However,
testimony was introduced that questioned her
presence at the crime, suggesting she suffered
cyclical periods ofabsence,and thuschallenging
the existence of human agency. The defence was
that her actions were convulsive, automated and
not committed by Hunt. Whether or not she was
present at ‘‘her’’ crime, she was certainly
expected to be present at her execution. Hunt’s
case was unique, in that she was the only woman
after 1843 not to be acquitted when mental
absence was claimed.
The key witness in Samuel Hill’s trial was a
lunatic (and his 20,000 accompanying spirits).
Richard Donelly, a private asylum resident,
witnessed the asylum attendant, Hill, beating to
death a fellow inmate. The asylum’s medical
superintendent—Joseph Stuart Burton—
informed the court that he considered Donelly,
though a certified lunatic, to be a credible
witness. Apart from the spirits and associated
delusions, Burton took the peculiar stance of
describing Donelly as perfectly rational. The
prosecutor attempted to elicit from Donelly how
much his spirits falsified his recollections or
jolted his memory: ‘‘the spirits assist me in
talking of the date, I thought it was Monday, and
theytoldmeitwasChristmasEve,Tuesday,butI
was an eyewitness, an ocular witness, to the fall
ontheground.’’Thedefencecallednowitnesses,
arguing that the prosecution’s case, being reliant
on a delusional lunatic, was unsound. Despite
this, Hill was convicted of manslaughter,
prompting debates as to the credibility of a
lunatic witness. How this case fits within the
stated remit of Eigen’s book is not obvious.
However, his subsequent examination of the
medico-psychological interpretation of spirits,
double-consciousness, possession and amnesia,
goes some way to bringing the chapter back
into the fold.
The fourth of Eigen’s main cases involves
twelve-year-oldWilliamNewtonAllnuttplacing
arsenic in a sugar bowl, in order that he might
dispatch his grandfather and steal his gold. At
Allnutt’s trial his defence attorneys argued that
his conscience was diseased and that he lacked
the moral sense to distinguish right from wrong.
Much was also made of the presence of voices,
uponwhoseinstructionAllnuttacted.Inthiscase
in particular, Eigen shows the difficulties of
delineating mental disease within narrow legal
frameworks. The judge, in summing up,
circumscribed the medical testimony suggesting
thatthedelusionalAllnuttwasresponsibleforhis
own condition. Though this case may appear as
anexemplaroftheantagonismbetweenmedicine
and the law, Eigen deftly draws out the deeper
complexities of this particular clash and
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moral relativism or dereliction of individual
responsibility.
The final case studied is that of sleepwalking
nursemaid Sarah Minchin who feloniously
wounded her charge. This case of absence is
perhaps easier to understand for the modern
reader, as it was to the contemporaries who were
familiar with such events in popular culture and
lore. The jury’s decision suggests sympathy with
Minchin’s ‘‘condition’’ not evident in the trial of
Allnutt. It also serves Eigen with the greatest
opportunity to investigate the aforementioned
‘‘ghost in the sleepwalker’’, that is, the criminal
other that exists in the unconscious.
As stated on the dust jacket, Eigen
‘‘provocatively’’ suggests that these trials
represent early incarnations of the multiple
personality disorder. The reader should caution
that this is not the only diagnosis that was yet
to appear in the court system. You get the sense
that Eigen had so much fun researching
this book, that his choice of cases had more to do
with what excited him, rather than what fitted
neatly together, or that stood to support his final
bold hypothesis. The chronology is often hard
tofollow.Further,morecouldhavebeenmadeof
the wider implications of the machinations
andposturingofthoseclaimingexpertiseinthese
cases. The stand alone chapters make it ideal
for course reading. Eigen has accomplished the
rare mix of combining academic rigour with
a colourfully written, thumping good read.
Sharon E Mathews,
University of Manchester
Katherine Watson, Poisoned lives: English
poisoners and their victims, London and
NewYork,HambledonandLondon,2004,pp.xiv,
268, illus., £19.99 (hardback 1-85283-379-4).
This book provides a fresh look at the social
historyofpoisonsandpoisonersbasedonaround
500 cases of criminal poisoning that occurred in
England between 1750 and 1914. Watson
analyses not only published sources but also the
richdocumentsstoredattheNationalArchivesat
Kew. As a consequence, the study offers reliable
statistical data about poisoning and includes a
broad range of cases, not only the most famous
and popular poisoning trials. First of all, Watson
describes the main poisons employed in the
nineteenthcentury,theireffectsonhumanbodies
and the three ways of detecting them: clinical
symptoms, post-mortem autopsies and chemical
tests. The different value of these signs changed
over the period and depended on the poison
(as exemplified by the extreme cases of arsenic
and strychnine). Moreover, Watson provides
statistical data about the principal poisons used
in English criminal cases and how they could
be obtained by murderers and given to their
victims. Most of the poisons were employed in
many common activities (agriculture, medicine,
vermin control, manufacturing, etc.) and there
were no effective legal restrictions on the sale of
poisons before the Arsenic Act of 1851.
The large number of cases studied by Watson
offers a good opportunity to undermine some
broadly diffused ideas about poisons and
poisoners. Contrary to common opinion, which
emergedfromseveralfamousnineteenth-century
cases such as those of Dr William Palmer
(England),LucretiaChapman(USA)orMadame
Lafarge (France), not all poisoners were women
or doctors. Of 540 criminal cases studied by
Watson, the number of male accused poisoners
roughly equals the number of female. Most of
themhaveafamilyconnectionwiththeirvictims
(mother or stepmother, husband, wife, etc.) and
just a small number were physicians or nurses.
The most famous nineteenth-century cases
involved middle-class murders or professional
bourgeoisgroupsbutthemaingroupofpoisoners
were members of the lower classes who usually
turned to poison as a means of escaping their
intolerable situations. Watson devotes a large
number of pages to a detailed analysis of the
reasons which drove poisoners to commit their
crime: the ‘‘reasons of the heart’’ (unhappy
marriages, adultery), unwanted children
(extreme poverty, reluctance to assume
responsibilities of fatherhood, indifference) and
‘‘the root of all evil’’: money. Around 120 cases
were clearly carried out for financial motives:
insurance money, inherited properties, frauds
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to gain or save money after killing their victims.
Because of their important role, Watson looks at
the influence of life insurance companies and
burialsocietiesandshowsthattheabsenceofreal
control methods on death certificates induced
greedy relatives to commit many ‘‘insurance
poisonings’’between1840and1890.Manyother
poisoning crimes were motivated by despair and
vengeance, particularly in the murders
committed by domestic servants and children.
After poverty, jealousy, money and vengeance,
mental illness was another important cause of
murders and suicides by poisoning. This last
small group of cases (less than a tenth of
poisoning crimes studied by Watson) are
however very significant because they act as a
bridge between the two major branches of
nineteenth-century legal medicine: toxicology
and psychiatry. While chemical proofs offered a
solid basis for expert witnesses, insanity was a
slippery domain. The diagnosis of insanity was
an endless source of trouble for medical experts
who openly disagreed about the psychological
(or physiological) origins of mental disease and
thedegreeofindividualresponsibilityassociated
with mental instability. Because most of these
crimes were murders followed by suicides or
attempted suicides, Watson offers some hints
about the causes of suicide and, in so doing, she
engages in a brief dialogue with early twentieth-
centurysociologistssuchasEmileDurkheimand
MauriceHalbwachs,whowrotemanyinfluential
pages about that topic.
Victims, poisoners and their motives are the
most important historical actors analysed in the
book. Just one brief chapter focuses on expert
witnesses. Watson analyses how, before the
advent of scientific police, inquests were held by
coroners and justices of the peace. Most
frequently, coroners opened an inquest after
being alerted by neighbours, doctors, relatives
or victims. If no doubts were raised at the time
of death, crimes were likely to escape justice.
Moreover, not all the potential witnesses
(including many local doctors) were able to
recognize the symptoms associated with
poisoning. The study shows that inquests were
highly dependent upon local conditions,
particularly the capabilities, zeal and financial
resources of coroners, magistrates and police.
The absence of remuneration for coroners and
expert witnesses has been regarded as a major
problem for the development of legal medicine.
Watson also discusses how Thomas Wakley
managed to promote the role of scientific and
medical expertise, even though he was not the
first medical coroner nor did he completely
succeed in reforming the coroner’s practice. At
the end of the nineteenth century, the number
ofcoroners withmedical training was onlyabout
15 per cent of the group serving in England
and Wales. Watson discusses other trends which
increased the participation of the medical
profession in the courts: control of death
certificates, official legal status and
remuneration for medical witnesses, resources
for autopsies and toxicological tests, etc. In
complex inquests, local medical practitioners
were replaced by famous doctors from large
urban centres who could develop a national
reputation as toxicologists, Alfred Taylor and
ThomasStevensonbeingthemostfamousduring
the second half of the nineteenth century. New
and more complicated toxicological tests
encouraged that trend because local doctors
lacked both chemical training and laboratory
resources. In spite of the problems mentioned,
Watson concludes that ‘‘the English inquest was
nonetheless an important factor in the detection
of secret poisoning’’ (p. 173). Finally, always
relying on particular cases, Watson discusses the
practice of criminal law in nineteenth-century
Britain: the development of modern police
offices, and their role in the investigation of
cases of poisoning.
The book mostly offers a biographical profile
of poisoners and their victims and a broad
discussion about their concerns, motives and
feelings. The impressive richness of the sources
analysed leaves many avenues for future
research:thediversechemicaltestsandtheactual
toxicological practices, the emergence and
construction of reliable toxicological proofs,
the changing value of legal and toxicological
evidence in courtrooms, the tensions between
provincial experts and famous London
toxicologists,thefrequentcontroversiesbetween
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public understanding of science, etc. It would be
usefuliffuturestudiesdevelopedthesequestions
as brilliantly as Katherine Watson has in this
work, which will appeal not only to historians
of medicine, technology and science but also
to a general audience.
Jose ´ Ramo ´n Bertomeu Sa ´nchez,
University of Valencia
Lydia Marinelli and Andreas Mayer,
Dreaming by the book: Freud’s The
interpretation of dreams and the history of the
psychoanalytic movement, transl. Susan
Fairfield, New York, Other Press, 2003, pp. 264,
US$28.00 (hardback 1-59051-009-7).
Few books can claim the status of Sigmund
Freud’sTheinterpretationofdreams.Therecord
ofaprocessofself-analysis,thebookbecamethe
foundation for a new scientific methodology,
therapeutic treatment, and cultural
consciousness. In Dreaming by the book, Lydia
Marinelli and Andreas Mayer examine Freud’s
text as an open-ended, collective creation within
the psychoanalytic community. As they explain,
that communal effort became a highly
contentious one. Their convincing perspective
provides valuable and intriguing insights not
onlyintothecompositionofTheinterpretationof
dreams but also into the culture of Freud’s book.
Theauthors chartthree phases inthereception
and revision of The interpretation of dreams.I n
the first phase, the book became a tool of clinical
and professional training, especially among
Freud’s adherents at the Burgho ¨lzli clinic in
Zurich. At the Burgho ¨lzli, Eugen Bleuler and
Carl G Jung used the dream book to assist in
training psychiatrists in association psychology
and in teaching them to recognize their patients’
complexes. In the second edition, Freud
accordingly drew attention to links between his
own theories and the Burgho ¨lzli therapeutic
approach. The book, however, never united
Vienna and Zurich around a common clinical
training or practice.
In the second phase of its history, the dream
book became part of a strategy for Zurich and
Vienna to cooperate in the field of applied
psychoanalysis. In an illuminating discussion,
Marinelli and Mayer examine how the study of
dreams in both cities contributed to a collective
exploration of symbolism, the results of which
Freud incorporated into revised editions of the
book. At the Burgho ¨lzli, Jung and his associates
sought inner links between symbolic images and
emotionalcomplexes.InVienna,WilhelmStekel
attemptedtocreateapopulardictionaryofdream
symbols. Freud’s close Viennese follower,
Otto Rank found in myth and literature parallels
to dream language and images, and included
an excursus on his finds in the dream book’s
fourth edition. The study of symbols became
bitterly contested terrain in early twentieth-
century scholarship. As Marinelli and Mayer
show, the psychoanalysis of symbols proved
equally conflicted, foreshadowing the ultimate
departures of Jung, Stekel, and Rank.
During the 1920s, in its third phase, the book
ceased being either a collective professional
project or an organizational tool for the
movement. Rather, through a growing number
of translations, it appeared as the founding
document of psychoanalysis and thus the
necessary starting-point of its institutional
history. During and immediately after the First
World War, translators remained free to
substitutetheirowndreammaterialforFreud’sin
order better to explicate dream theory. With the
effort to produce standard German and English
versions, however, the original printed edition
re-emerged as the authoritative text and
Freud re-claimed sole authorship.
TheappendicestoMarinelliandMayer’sbook
include newly published letters from Bleuler to
Freud, in which Bleuler describes his efforts to
use the dream book as both a teaching tool and,
less successfully, a guide to self-analysis. The
supplementspresenttwoletterstoFreudfromhis
early Swiss supporter, Alphonse Maeder (one
newly published, the other newly translated
into English) in which Maeder responds to the
concern, voiced to him by Freud, that members
of the Zurich circle held anti-Semitic views.
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removed from the dream book’s final editions—
isrepublishedasanappendix.ThusMarinelliand
Mayer present in both their text and
supplementary material the vexed personal,
intellectual, and social problems that remained
attached to the spread of dream theory.
Freud never kept the original manuscript of
The interpretation of dreams, relying instead
on the first printed edition. That fact, cited by
the authors, reinforces Marinelli and Mayer’s
approach to the dream book as a continual
collectiveenterprise,andremindsusoftheextent
to which Freud himself saw dream interpretation
as a never finished task.
Louis Rose,
Otterbein College, Westerville, Ohio
Eric J Engstrom and Volker Roelcke (eds),
Psychiatrieim19.Jahrhundert.Forschungenzur
Geschichte von psychiatrischen Institutionen,
Debatten und Praktiken im deutschen
Sprachraum, Medizinische Forschung, Band 13,
Mainz, Akademie der Wissenschaften und
der Literature, and Basel, Schwabe, 2003,
pp. 294, SFr.68.00, D47.50 (paperback
3-7965-1933-4).
This volume is based on a conference held in
Berlin in 2001 and deals with nineteenth-century
psychiatryinAustria,GermanyandSwitzerland.
Both editors are experts in the field and give an
outline of the book’s aims and objectives in a
very well written and informative introduction.
They explain many important aspects of the
historiography of nineteenth-century psychiatry
as a period of formation of the special discipline
in German-speaking countries. The two main
ideas of the introduction are, first, that the
nineteenthcenturyisauniqueerainthehistoryof
thisspecialdisciplineand,second,thatthetheory
and practice had a specific impact on and
consequences for twentieth-century psychiatry.
Engstrom and Roelcke want the book’s
contributions to be the basis for further
investigations on these two topics.
What follows are eleven scientifically solid
papers.Unfortunately,thereisnodivisioninsub-
chapters, but the reader can easily sort out the
main topics. There are contributions dealing
mainly with psychiatric concepts
(Michael Kutzer, Kai Sammet, Volker Roelcke),
some focusing on the institutionalization
of the discipline (Alexandra Chmielewski,
David Lederer, Eric J Engstrom), on the public
outreach, the patients and acceptance of
psychiatry (Harry Oosterhuis, Ann Goldberg),
on psychiatry and the law (Urs Germann), on
psychiatry and the military (Martin Lengwiler)
and, last but not least, on social psychiatry
(Heinz-Peter Schmiedebach and Stefan Priebe).
It is not surprising that all the papers concentrate
on the professionalization of the discipline.
Altogether they render a vivid impression of the
mainfeaturesofnineteenth-centurypsychiatryin
the German-speaking countries, and the volume
is, therefore, not only a good contribution to
research on the topic, but also most useful for
postgraduate and post-doctoral education. Four
contributions are in English (Engstrom,
Oosterhuis, Goldberg, Schmiedebach and
Priebe),promotinganinternationaldiscussionon
therespectivesubjects.Thereisalsoagoodindex
of persons enabling easy access to the
important protagonists of the discipline who
are discussed.
The weaknesses of the volume are some
omissions. These concern the main outline of the
book. In particular, the German setting of the
controversy between the directors of rural
asylums and professors of university psychiatry
invites international comparison. Why only in
Germany? Was there an impact on psychiatry
in general? Although the book focuses on
conditions in German-speaking countries, this
topicshould havebeen givenat least aparagraph
in the introduction. The second point is more
serious. The book deals almost solely with
nineteenth-century conditions, hardly touching
on the reception of traditional psychiatry in the
twentieth-century, and its impact on long-term
developments is largely ignored, apart from a
few meagre comments in some of the papers.
In my view, it would have been worthwhile
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giving consideration among other things to
the period of National Socialism (which is
treatedintheintroductionatsomelength)andthe
history of post-1945 Germany.
Notwithstandingthesetwopoints,thisisavery
good work, which fulfils the editors’ aim of
promotingresearchonthetopicandprovidingan
overview of nineteenth-century German
psychiatry. Also, even if this is not the editors’
primary intention, the volume provides a basis
for future comparative investigations on
western psychiatry. Every institution with an
interest in the history of the field should have
this book.
Cay-R€ u udiger Pr€ u ull,
Institut f€ u ur Geschichte der Medizin
Albert-Ludwigs-Universit€ a at Freiburg
Carolyn Malone, Women’s bodies and
dangerous trades in England, 1880–1914,
Studies in History, Woodbridge, The Royal
Historical Society and The Boydell Press, 2003,
pp. xi, 169, £45.00, US$75.00 (hardback
0-86193-264-1).
The occupational health of women workers in
Britain has attracted considerable attention in
recent years, including Barbara Harrison’s Not
only the ‘dangerous trades’ (1996), and Peter
Bartrip’s, The Home Office and the dangerous
trades (2002), both of which examine a similar
period tothat surveyed in CarolynMalone’s new
study. In contrast to most accounts undertaken
by economic and medical historians, Malone is
concerned to understand the ways in which
concerns about the industrial health of working
women were framed within a larger discourse of
gender, race and citizenship at a time when the
Britishempirereachedthezenithofitspowerand
prestige. The case studies selected for analysis
are the well-known examples of nail-making,
white lead manufacture, and the making of
pottery products (which again used lead in the
glazing processes), which attracted considerable
contemporary interest in regard to the
reproductive health of the female workforce.
This discussion of nails and lead is coherent and
intelligent, drawing primarily on newspapers
and contemporary published sources as well
as a selection of Home Office archives for the
1890s and the pre-War years.
Moreoriginalisthediscussionoftheimpactof
the new mass-circulation journalism and
‘‘scandal sheets’’ on perceptions of industrial
health problems and there is an illuminating
chapteronthebattlesbetween‘‘socialfeminists’’
and‘‘liberalfeminists’’onthevirtuesandlimitsof
state interventiontoprotectfemalesinthelabour
market and the workplace. The interpretation
developed in Women’s bodies and dangerous
tradesisthatafreshdiscourseofdanger,andmore
particularly the hazards of female work to the
unborn child, provided the setting within which
the British state moved to enact fresh legislation
whichspecifiedsomeoccupationsasparticularly
dangerous. Moral as well as physical hazard
clearly informed the debate on proposals to
regulate, among other occupations, the work of
the bar-maid within the polluted atmosphere of
thepublichouse.Medicalmencontributedtothis
climateofanxietyaboutfemaleandinfanthealth.
In an interesting discussion of medical science
and the lead problem, the author shows that
leading authorities such as Thomas Oliver
remainedconvincedofthepeculiarsusceptibility
of women to lead poisoning with disastrous
consequences for maternal health as well as the
well-beingofthedomestichousehold,regardless
ofcontemporaryevidencetothecontrary.Itisfair
to note that the evidence provided by Malone
also indicates the extent to which such gendered
assumptions were contested before the outbreak
of war in 1914 as medical specialists began to
address the question of men’s reproductive and
generalwell-being,sincetheyweremorelikelyto
be the victims of toxic poisoning than were
working women.
One advantage of the analysis provided in this
succinct text is that it draws the discussion of
women’s industrial health away from the
confinesofoccupationalmedicineandillustrates
thepertinenceofimperialconcernswithraceand
the relevance of the politics of labour and gender
to an understanding of protective legislation.
Malone draws on older as well as recent feminist
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eugenics to develop an argument in a brief
‘Epilogue’ that the struggle for imperial
dominance and national efficiency affected not
onlyEngland (theauthor’s exclusionof the other
peoples of the United Kingdom is perplexing),
but also informed population debates in France
and Germany during the closing decades of the
nineteenth century and in the era which
culminated in the rise of National Socialism. In
discussing the divisions within the ranks of
British feminists on the question of state
regulation, the author suggests that campaigners
divided along class versus gender lines,
organizations such as the Women’s Labour
League being more sympathetic to legislative
regulation than franchise-oriented bodies.
Illuminating the role of various feminist
organizations in these debates, the study
frequently obscures the influence of other agents
and discursive engagements which were
arguably more important to the progress of
reform and regulation. Among these were
industrial employers, insurance companies and
Medical Officers of Health who served in the
different districts, frequently collecting key
statistics. The vital importance of the
professional as well as the popular press lay in
drawing attention to the scandal of industrial
poisoning and not merely the rise of the
‘‘sensation’’ of workplace and social problems.
Thisconcernwasmirroredinthenewjournalism
serving the urban centres of the United States as
wellasEurope,suggestingaconnectionbetween
the worlds of production and consumption,
between workers’ health and the welfare of the
community.
Suchanactualorimaginedallianceofinterests
wascriticaltosuchinnovationsastheprohibition
of the suction-shuttle in New England before
1914 and the absence of similar controls in
Britain until the 1950s. Whereas American
legislators were persuaded of the connections
betweensuckingcottonthreadsandtuberculosis,
their British counterparts refused to take such
risks seriously. This comparison also illustrates
some of the complexities of industrial politics in
areas such as the Lancashire textile towns. The
opposition of the employers to further regulation
appearstohavebeenreinforcedbythescepticism
of their factory operatives whose piece-work
rewards depended on rapid dexterity rather than
the replacement of older shuttles by new
automatic technology. While the discourse of
danger highlighted in this book certainly figured
inthedebatesonlegislationandstateenactments
before 1914, there was a much wider discussion
of costs and benefits in regard to work and
employment which extended from the debating
rooms of the Labour Party to the ranks of
libertarian feminists in these years.
This is a useful text which recasts some
familiar evidence and established themes in a
fresh light by engaging with a wider literature on
gender politics. The narratives outlined here also
suggest the need for a much more detailed and
extensive consideration of the ways in which
masculinityandparenthoodaswellasfemininity
wereconstitutedinrelationtotheindustrialbody,
diseased and healthy. For the many meanings of
productive life were revealed as new ideas and
emergent social forces struggled to extend the
range of choices available to the efficient
state as well as its labour force.
Joseph Melling,
University of Exeter
Carol Thomas Neely, Distracted subjects:
madness and gender in Shakespeare and early
modern culture, Ithaca and London, Cornell
University Press, 2004, pp. xv, 244, illus.,
£12.50, US$21.95 (paperback 0-8014-8924-5).
Michel Foucault has a lot to answer for. His
Madness and civilization: a history of insanity in
the age of reason (1976) famously proposed that
untiltheepistemicchange denotedbythe‘‘Great
Confinement’’ of the mid-seventeenth-century,
the notion that madness might have anything
to do with ‘‘difference’’—either between the
mad and the sane, or between individual
manifestations of madness itself—was simply
not entertained. Carol Thomas Neely is the latest
scholartotakeissuewithFoucault’sconclusions,
and, by paying attention to the literary, medical
and cultural history of madness between
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wideofthemarkFoucaultactuallywas.AsNeely
writes, ‘‘this period manifests heterogeneity,
regendering, and widespread change in the
discourses of distraction’’ (p. 2), and although
there are perhaps not many critics left who take
Foucault at his word, it is satisfying finally to
have some evidence with which to counter his
assertions.
Since Distracted subjects takes an avowedly
eclectic and interdisciplinary approach to early
modern madness, it would probably not be an
appropriate first port of call for those seeking
a comprehensive history of the manifestation
and treatment of the condition in the period.
However, as a work of literary and cultural
criticism, it succeeds on a number of levels,
andnotleastamongstthework’sachievementsis
its eminent readability. Neely’s prose engages,
and her central argument, that the concept of
madness undergoes constant redefinition as a
result of its deployment in dramatic and medical
discourses, is as easy to grasp as it is difficult
to deny. The book is also valuable for the
attentionitdevotestothechangingroleoffemale
patients in discourses of madness, and for its
nuanced discussion of the condition in plays
such as The Spanish tragedy, King Lear, and
Twelfth night. Where these plays might once
have been lumped indiscriminately together as
dramatic representations of an all-encompassing
state known simply as madness, Neely shows
how they inform, and are informed by, early
moderndiagnosesandtreatmentsofmelancholy,
lovesickness, and grief.
In a substantial final chapter, Neely turns her
attention to the representation of Bedlamites on
the seventeenth-century stage and, by analysing
the five early modern plays in which performing
mad persons appear, she suggests that these
representations have very little to do with the
historical Bethlem Hospital. She persuasively
argues that these scenes were instead both a
covert means of satirizing London professionals,
and an opportunity for comic actors to give
affected and extravagant performances. In
disengagingtheatricalbedlamitesfromhistorical
‘‘Bethlemites’’, Neely pays attention to the
unfortunate regularity with which literary critics
have been drawn to the analogy between the
stage and the madhouse; however, historians do
not escape censure either. Neely is sceptical
about the sole piece of supposed documentary
evidence for the presence of visitors paying
to see performances at Bethlem: a 1610/11 entry
in the accounts of Henry Percy, Earl of
Northumberland, that notes a visit by the Earl’s
young children to ‘‘the show of Bethlehem’’
(p. 201). She suggests that the children probably
visited, not the hospital, but a Christmas
pageant or puppet-show, and the chapter ends
with a revealing account of the misuse to which
this evidence, and the wider notion of
performances at Bethlem, has been put by
generations of historians.
The work refers throughout to early modern
medical case studies, and its discussion of the
ingenious and often successful treatments for
mental distraction, its nuanced and convincing
readings of the plays, and its lavish illustrations,
suggest that the volume should prove as popular
with students as it will with academics.
Christopher Marlow,
University of Lincoln
Andrew Smith, Victorian demons: medicine,
masculinity and the Gothic at the fin-de-si  e ecle,
Manchester University Press, 2004, pp. iv, 191,
illus., £14.99 (paperback 0-7190-6357-4)
Andrew Smith’s Victorian demons examines
constructions of masculinity in a range of
medical, cultural and Gothic narratives. Smith
convincingly argues that the pathologization of
masculinityinthesetextsdemonstratestheextent
to which the fin-de-si  e ecle sense of crisis was
staged within the dominant masculinist culture.
The books and topics considered include many
staples of recent cultural history: sexology,
Max Nordau’s Degeneration, Jekyll and Hyde,
Dracula, the Whitechapel murders, and Oscar
Wilde. Smith’s debt to work by (among others)
Daniel Pick and Kelly Hurley is frankly
acknowledged. It is undoubtedly necessary for
Smith to re-examine these familiar cultural
episodes and narratives to demonstrate that his
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earlier readings. However,the bookalsobenefits
from use of texts less familiar in this context,
such as Samuel Smiles’ Self-help and the
work of Frederick Treves, doctor to
Joseph Merrick. It is these chapters which are
most original and of most value to the student
well-versed in the cultural history of the late
nineteenth century.
Victorian demons is a valuable contribution to
studies arguing that masculinity is not a self-
evident and unproblematic concept. Despite the
endeavours of James Eli Adams and others, the
volume of historical work on gender is still
disproportionately weighted in favour of
consideration of female roles. However, any
history which purports to deal solely with
femininity or masculinity sets up a solely
academic division. Historically, cultural
constructions of gender are always formed in
tandem, with developments in one resulting
from and influencing shifts in conceptions of the
other. There is an urgent need for more work
which breaks down this artificial division.
Smith acknowledges that there are excellent
accountsbyJudithWalkowitzandBramDijkstra
on the pathologization of femininity at the
fin de si  e ecle, and demonstrates that similar
modelsofdiseaseanddegenerationwereapplied
to the respectable bourgeois male. However,
occasionally the near-exclusive focus on
masculinity undermines his argument. This is
most obvious in the chapter on syphilis, where
Smith argues that medical texts were highly
politicized readings of the disease that attempted
to conceal the dangers of the apparently
normative male sexual conduct. Here a
lengthier consideration of the instabilities,
contradictions, and class-based constructions of
female sexuality revealed by debates around the
Contagious Diseases Acts is necessary to add
context and coherence to Smith’s reading
of the medical literature.
As Smith acknowledges, this book is an
ambitious undertaking which sits at the
crossroads of many other fields of study: gender,
the fin de si  e ecle, Gothic literature, and the
cultural history of medicine. But if the structure
of the book sometimes appears to reflect the
fragmentation of knowledges that it describes,
thenitalsoeffectivelyreconstructstheemotional
tone of the age. The main criticism is that only in
the chapter on the Whitechapel murders is the
ambiguous status of medicine itself at the fin de
si  e ecle really considered. Smith acknowledges
medicine’s enormous power, but does not
adequately convey the insecurities of a
profession which had only recently legally
consolidated its gains and was not only viewed
with suspicion by the public, but continually had
to safeguard itself against ‘‘external’’ threats
such as the attempts of women to gain access to
its environs. Although Smith effectively
deconstructs the myth of a unified and
complacent Victorian masculinity throughout,
the extent to which the (predominantly
masculine)medicalprofessionturnedareflective
and troubled gaze at itself is left largely
unexplored. Nevertheless, Victorian demons is a
worthwhile contribution to a growing literature
examining the centrality of themes relating to
gender and pathology which were deployed and
re-constructed over diverse cultural texts and
historical episodes.
Tracey Loughran,
Queen Mary, University of London
Pamela A Gilbert, Mapping the Victorian
social body, Studies in the Long Nineteenth
Century, State University of New York Press,
2004, pp. xxii, 245, illus., US$65.00
(hardback 0-7914-6025-8), US$21.95
(paperback 0-7914-6026-6).
Today, historians who work with maps no
longerthinkofthemsolelyasdevicesforfinding
one’swayaround.Maps,likebooksorpicturesor
muchelseforthatmatter, constituteamedium of
persuasion.Theyarerhetoricalinstruments,tools
ofinclusionandexclusion,pamphletsofpromise
and denial. Some early maps of North America
minimized the presence of native peoples and
showed the land as domesticated in order to
encourage settlers. But positivist modes of
analysis of maps as transparent documents still
linger and, ironically, maps now sometimes
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astendentious when they first appeared. Medical
maps in particular, especially John Snow’s
famous cholera maps published in 1855, have
often remained objects of uncritical veneration
rather than being viewed as polemical
documents, although Lloyd Stevenson’s studies
in the 1960s of spot maps of yellow fever
indicated what might be done.
Pamela K Gilbert, editor of the series in which
this book appears and whose background is in
English literature, has confronted medical
mapping in Victorian Britain and India head on.
Her focus is the city, epidemic disease and
cholera. Her text weaves together medical,
sanitary and religious narratives with substantial
chunks of Bleak house and Our mutual friend.
The book proceeds through English sanitary and
medicalmaps,JohnSnow’smaps,acomparative
study of disease representation of the London
parishes of St Giles and St James, Dickens and
the Thames, and two chapters on India in the
1830s and 1860s. Throughout the book she
sustains an argument that medical mapping
moved from the employment of conventions that
would have been relatively familiar to an
educated reader, to the use of conventions which
required expertise to decipher them. Snow is
depictedasahingeinthismovementashisvisual
portrayal of the hidden, water-borne movement
ofthecholera-causingagentalsorequiredmasses
ofverbalelucidationforhismapstobereadinthe
way he wished. In India medical mapping
diverged from the metropolitan model as an
essential unhealthiness was visually inscribed
on the land and the people.
Gilbert’s text, however, extends beyond the
worthwhile exercise of decoding medical maps.
She integrates her project into the much broader
enterprise of understanding how mapping was
one means by which the unknown, terrifying and
terrified inhabitants of the slums were slowly
known,ordered andpoliced. Inlinewithsome of
themostimaginativerecentworkinthehistoryof
medicine, she explores how the corporeal and
socialbodiesweresimultaneouslytamedthrough
the mutual identification of these entities. It was
the disorder and disease of the body of the
city and of those of the bodies of its inhabitants
that threatened the health and modernity of both
the parts and the whole. Sanitary maps
documented the horrors of the slum and were
also plans for salvation.
Quite why Gilbert’s clear understanding of
this development has to be ratcheted up a
rhetorical notch is a mystery to me. She tells the
reader that the ‘‘body and its continence, which
also modeled the boundaries of the middle-class
individual self, could only be preserved through
a careful policing of the abject and the closure
of the boundaries of the body, through which
contaminated or contaminating fluids should
neither enter nor escape’’ (p. xii). At least this
claim, if overwrought, is penetrable. But
elsewhere syntactic and grammatical perversion
create an impermeable veneer: ‘‘As the century
wore on and gains were made in the most basic
levels of sanitation ...medical mapping and
sanitarymapping,whichlaterdevolvedbackinto
social mapping, begins to split off, though they
still overlap’’ (p. 30).
More alarming, however, is that the
foundationsofsuchclaimsaredistinctlywobbly.
Forexample,anillustration(figure2.5)centralto
Gilbert’s argument is said in her text to be
reproduced from Thomas Shapter’s The history
of the cholera in Exeter in 1832 (1849). So it is,
but Gilbert’s reproduction of that illustration has
a caption assigning it to a tract of 1847 described
ashavingbeenwrittenbyHenryAcland(pp.40–
1). Things get worse. In the bibliography this
same tract is assigned to Acland and also to an
anonymous author to whom it is also assigned
elsewhere (p. 101). A little bibliographical
research would have shown that the author of the
tract was neither anonymous nor Acland but a
churchwarden, Frederick Byng. This is only the
beginning: figures 2.6 to 2.9 are assigned to the
same tract (again said wrongly to be by Acland)
whenitiscleartheycomefromAcland’sMemoir
on the cholera of 1856. There are other ways in
which attribution and chronology do not seem to
matter. Acland’s Memoir is described as a
‘‘forerunnerofimportanttheories’’,oneofwhich
would ‘‘a short time later be graphically
represented in two key maps by John Snow’’
(p. 54, emphasis mine). But, as noted, Snow’s
maps appeared in 1855, a year earlier than
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seen them before his own maps were published.
The evidence is not quite conclusive, but Snow
published early in 1855 and Acland’s Preface
is dated 1 May 1856. Acland (who was quite
warmtowardsthewater-bornetheory)alsomade
reference to Snow but did not make clear to
which text he was referring. But since Acland
made this reference (Memoir, p. 77) in the
context of his discussion of the Golden Square
epidemic of 1854 (shown on Snow’s St James’s
map), Snow’s 1855 publication seems the most
likely target. There are other problems of
mistaken identity and, astonishingly in a book
about maps, geography: Sir George Greg, who
appears on p. 91, turns up in the bibliography as
Sir George Grey; England appears as an island
(p. 85). The Scots andthe Welsh would disagree.
Oscar Wilde had something relevant to say: ‘‘To
lose one parent, Mr Worthing, may be regarded
as a misfortune; to lose both looks like
carelessness’’.
Christopher Lawrence,
The Wellcome Centre for the History
of Medicine at UCL
Ian and Jennifer Glynn, The life and death of
smallpox, London, Profile Books, 2004, pp.x,
278, illus., £17.99 (hardback 1-86197-608-9).
Writingonthehistoryofsmallpoxisshapedby
the globaleradication ofthediseasein1979.The
success of the World Health Organisation’s
campaign provides a natural end point to a story
of man’s ultimate triumph over a disfiguring
killer. Thus histories of smallpox portray Lady
Mary Wortley Montagu’s introduction of
inoculation (the process of deliberately infecting
children with smallpox to induce subsequent
immunity) to Britain and Edward Jenner’s
discovery of vaccination (in which the same
technique was used to transmit cowpox, a much
less dangerous means of acquiring immunity) as
stagingpointsontheroadtothefinalconquestof
the disease. This positive account has survived
even though recent works, including The life and
death of smallpox, now counterpoint the triumph
of the eradication with the potential for disaster
should laboratory stocks of smallpox virus be
used in biological weapons on unprotected
populations.
This book follows the traditional triumphal
narrative path with its familiar cast of heroes and
villains. The authors choose not to engage with
thehistoriographyofsmallpoxandwithworksby
historians of medicine on the relationship
between public health and politics, the less
attractive aspects of Jenner’s character, or the
socialandmoralcomplexitiesofanti-vaccination
protest. The authors take a rather Whiggish line
which does not seek to engage with
contemporary understandings of disease and
therapy. Thus they describe early attempts to
treat smallpox by bleeding, purging and so forth
as based on unsound rationale. However, their
stance is equivocal and they show more
sympathy when describing the work of medical
heroes. Modern assessments of Jenner’s
vaccinationexperimentsonchildrenas‘‘medical
malpractice’’ are dismissed by the authors as
‘‘grossly unfair’’ (p. 103).
There is much to recommend in this book. For
the historian or general reader seeking a short
account of smallpox and smallpox prevention
from a western perspective The life and death of
smallpox is the best book on the topic. Unlike
many other works in the field, it deals with
smallpox, inoculation, vaccination, and the
WHO eradication campaign. In addition to the
familiarevents,itcoverssomelesswellrecorded
developments in smallpox prevention such as
the use of glycerinated calf lymph in the late
nineteenth century. Perhaps the best parts of the
book are the chapters on the WHO eradication
campaign, where the authors bring out the
varying techniques used to control smallpox and
have no qualms about identifying the failures as
well as the successes of the programmes used
in different countries. The life and death of
smallpox is shorter and more readable than
FrankFenner’s seminalvolume Smallpoxand its
eradication (1988). It is as comprehensive in its
chronological and geographic scope as Donald
Hopkins’ Princes and peasants (1983; reissued
as The greatest killer, 2002) covering the near
and far East, Africa, north and south America.
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treatment of European techniques of smallpox
prevention. The final chapters on the afterlife of
smallpox as a biological agent of war avoid
sensationalism in favour of a cool assessment of
the potential threat.
Deborah Brunton,
The Open University
Ulf Schmidt, Justice at Nuremberg:
Leo Alexander and the Nazi doctors’ trial,
Basingstoke, Palgrave Macmillan, 2004, pp. xiv,
386, £60.00 (hardback 0-333-92147-X).
MyfirstacquaintancewithLeoAlexanderwas
in my own research on the 1946–47 trial of Nazi
doctors in Germany. The doctors’ trial was the
firstoftwelvetrialsofNazisfromvarioussectors
of the Third Reich, which American Military
Tribunals prosecuted at Nuremberg. It involved
twenty-threeprominentphysiciansandscientists
accused of torture and murder in the conduct of
medical experiments on concentration camp
prisoners. For me, Leo (as he liked to be called)
emerged as a powerful figure, self-proclaimed
author of the Code (the first authoritative
statement of informed consent), a tireless
investigator of Nazi medical crimes, a valued
medical expert and a formidable advisor to the
American prosecution of Nazi doctors. I read
Justice at Nuremberg, subtitled Leo Alexander
and the Nazi doctors’ trial, with great
expectation. I wanted to know more about Leo,
theAmericanneuro-psychiatrist,borninVienna,
andaJewwhohadplayedsucharemarkablerole
in the prosecution of Nazi physicians.
Ulf Schmidt, a German medical historian at
theUniversityofKent,explainsthathisbookhas
a dual focus: to write a personal history of
Alexander’slifeand‘‘tolinkitwiththesocialand
political history that shaped the responses to the
legacyoftheThirdReich’’(p.8).Heemphasizes
that ‘‘this is therefore not a biography in the
conventional sense ...but rather one that allows
itselftobeguidedbytherichnessanddiversityof
the source material, and by the multiplicity of
factors that help to explain the nature and
outcomeofthetrial’’(p.14).Thisisanambitious
but perilous goal. The trial of Nazi doctors is
unique in the history of international law and
medical ethics, and merits full attention in its
own right. A review of the transcript of the
doctors’ trial, background documents, and the
final judgment reveals that the formulation of
research ethics principles, known as the
Nuremberg Code, grew out of the trial itself,
which was shaped by many participants,
including Nazi defence lawyers. Neither the
‘‘natureandoutcomeoftheDoctors’Trialnorthe
Nuremberg Code’’ can be ‘‘explained’’ from
the perspective of a single individual, even one
as influential and forceful as Leo Alexander.
Schmidt portrays Alexander as a ‘‘frustrated
and traumatized Jew’’ with a dominant
personality, ‘‘unlikable’’, ‘‘very authoritative’’,
‘‘conscious of his own importance, his role and
mission’’, ‘‘obsessed’’ with research, and a
‘‘loose cannon’’ who never really fitted into
American society (pp. 59, 60, 63, 117). He
reports that Leo resented being forced to
immigrate to the United States and to abandon
his most precious ambition, which was to be
like his father, a revered Austrian physician
and a celebrated scientist. Schmidt claims that
Alexander’s ‘‘longing for revenge became a
reality no matter how hard he tried to suppress
these feelings after the war’’ (p. 46). I found this
andothersimilarstatementsmoreinthecategory
of ‘‘psychobabble’’ than serious scholarship.
Alexander was deeply conflicted and ambivalent
about reporting German physicians who
committed horrific medical crimes. But his
ambivalencestemmedlessfrombeingaJewthan
from being a medical researcher. These
physicianswerehisowncolleagueswhoreceived
similar education, and shared the same scientific
interests and the very culture that made him who
he was. Alexander’s ambivalence was palpable
when he conflictingly reported on Sigmund
Rasher who conducted the deadly hypothermia
and high altitude experiments on prisoners at
Dachau concentration camp. He wrote (and later
denied) that ‘‘Rasher had settled the issue of
treatment after exposure to cold’’ (pp. 104, 108).
Another example was the case of neuro-scientist
Julius Hallervorden who shared with Alexander
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international colleagues. While Alexander felt
disgusted and sickened by Hallervorden’s use of
brain specimens obtained from victims of the
Nazi ‘‘euthanasia’’ programme, he was
genuinely fascinated with the way in which this
German scientist had preserved human brains
and could not help but appreciate his methods.
SchmidtalsotellsusbrieflyaboutAndrewIvy,
the other medical expert for the US prosecution
who also claimed authorship of the Nuremberg
Code. Ivy, a noted scientist and internationally
known American physiologist testified in
rebuttal on the ethics of human experimentation.
Schmidt rightly concludes that the ‘‘primary
objective of Ivy’s medical ethics principles was
to make human experiments possible in the
future. All other issues, like the protection of
human and patient rights in medical science, or
the role of the informed consent principle, were
secondarytothisoverarchingobjective’’(p.137).
This is consistent with post-war conduct of
both Alexander and Ivy. These physicians never
viewed the Nuremberg Code as applying to
their own research work. After Nuremberg
each reverted to pre-war physician-centred
Hippocratic ethics. Alexander thought that his
Hippocratic view of research coincided with the
intentandvisionoftheNurembergCode,anddid
not distinguish research from treatment in his
own practice. Ivy wanted no interference with
decisions of Hippocratic physicians, and did not
recognize the rights and authority afforded the
research subject by the subject-centered
Nuremberg Code he helped to articulate.
This book has special relevance to physicians
engagedinresearch onhumanbeings,andIhope
it is widely read by them. It is a very serviceable
biography of Leo Alexander, and tells us as
muchasmostnon-specialistreaderswouldliketo
know about Leo. The book does not, however,
exhaust what most readers, even non-specialists,
should want to know about ‘‘Justice at
Nuremberg’’, and a more fitting title would
have been: ‘‘The Nuremberg Code’’.
Evelyne Shuster,
Veterans Affairs Medical Center,
Philadelphia
Lisa A Long, Rehabilitating bodies: health,
history, and the American civil war,
Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press,
2004, pp. 322, £35.00, US$49.95 (hardback
0-8122-3748-X).
Disappointment lies in store for anyone
expecting this book to attend to rehabilitation
therapy during the American Civil War. Indeed,
anyone inclined to an unproblematized view of
thebodyortoanotionofthepracticeofhistoryas
the discovery of truth should brace themselves.
Not that Lisa Long isn’t fundamentally
concerned with medicine, the Civil War, and the
writing of history. She is—passionately and
eloquently. But as a fervent anti-essentialist she
startsfromthepositionthatthereisnosuchthing
as an ontologically and epistemologically stable
body, and no such thing as a stable past. She’s
right; and right to remind us that the modern
disciplines of medicine and history-writing grew
up together during and after the Civil War, the
one objectifying the body, the other objectifying
the past. Uniquely, her study is about the
collusion of these two ‘‘as their practitioners
developed strategies to narrate and organize
radically particular bodily experiences’’ (p. 7).
She also posits (though does little systematically
to prove) that in the face of the epistemological
limits of unstable bodies both history and
medicine were empowered.
Against mountains of scholarship on the
Civil War, which ironically confirm that
traumatic event as a stable and powerful trope in
American culture, Long sets out to expose the
profound dis-ease beneath the entwined
corporeal and historical surfaces of the war and
its memory. She shows how war and post-war
writers (and even today’s war re-enactors) have
sought to impose narrative meaning on the
corporeal unsettlings of the war in order to lend
shape and meaning to their inner lives and social
realities. It is to this culturally carved and
somewhat psycho-social definition of
‘‘(re)habilitation’’thatLong’stitlerefers,notthe
conventional ‘‘return to good health’’. For it is
largely to the invisible and elusive (if now
historically over-represented) physical and
psychic effects pronounced through phantom
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so on that her protagonists discourse.
Among her narrative would-be ‘‘settlers’’ of
the Civil War’s unsettled bodies are medical
writers, memoirists, journalists, and historians.
For the most part, however, literary sources
predominate. Some of these are relatively
familiar, if now forgotten, such as the short
stories and novels of Weir Mitchell (of which
Long’s exegesis adds significantly to the
biographical accounts offered by medical
historians), and the novels of John William De
Forest, and Stephen Crane. Other such sources
arelesswellknownoutsidecoursesonAmerican
literature, and perhaps not even there—novels
such as Elizabeth Stuart Phelps’s The gates ajar
(1868), which Long uses as an instance of a
narrative that holistically restores the body
in the hereafter, or the nursing memoir of Susie
King Taylor, which Long interprets as
‘‘countering the logic of hysteria’’ (p. 181)
through its exemplification of female
regeneration divorced from women’s vexed
reproductive capabilities.
Given the centrality of race in the Civil War,
it is unsurprising that Long should especially
savour the corporeal mobility of Afro-
Americans. She observes how the war rendered
racial ideology vulnerable by undoing the body
truisms that fixed blacks disadvantageously in
relationtowhites.Inherfinalchapter, inorderto
bring further into focus the instabilities of her
twin objectifying forces, Long explores late-
nineteenth-centuryCivilWarhistorieswrittenby
Afro-Americansthemselves.Pennedinacontext
of renewed racial violence and lynchings, these
sought to contend with the belief that Afro-
American bodies were inherently diseased. Thus
those writings laid great emphasis on the
disciplined martial behaviour of the Afro-
Americans recruited to the Union Army. But
doomed was these authors’ hope that history’s
stabilizing objectivist methods and truth-claims
would proclaim the racial health of these
coloured bodies. The fictions of race that were
mixed with notions of black people’s
ahistoricity made the strategy incomprehensible
to white Americans; the Afro-American body
could not be fixed. In this case, then, the
corporeal and the historical did not collude so
much as collide.
As corporeal studies go, this is probably as
good as it gets. Rehabilitating bodies is not an
easy read, and Long can seem windy and
pretentious in herrelentless display ofexegetical
acuity. ‘‘I contend ...’’ is as frequently
encountered on these pages as the application of
‘‘vexed’’ and ‘‘vexing’’ to the corporeal
imaginings under study. Of course, this is hardly
to be wondered at given the (dare one say)
‘‘vexed’’natureoftheproblemaddressedandthe
high literary level of analysis sought. Formulaic
though it is in its own heavy and unquestioned
reliance on the multiple tropes of self-referential
cultural studies, it is, for all that, a book shot
through with penetrating original insights and
refined thoughts. The pity is that they add up
to no more than a virtuoso intellectual
indulgence—at best a stunning instance of the
American navel gaze.
Roger Cooter,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for
the History of Medicine at UCL
David Clark, Cicely Saunders, founder of the
hospice movement: selected letters 1959–1999,
Oxford University Press, 2002, pp. xiv, 397,
illus., £39.95 (hardback 0-19-851607-X).
Cicely Saunders has come to occupy an iconic
status as founder of the hospice movement, a
status that has been reinforced by most work
published on both Saunders’ biography and
hospice history. This volume of Saunders’
correspondence is no exception. David Clark has
selected, ordered and introduced these letters to
formthreechronologicalsectionsthatseamlessly
juxtapose Saunders’ life work with phases in a
revolution in the care of the dying: ‘Realizing
a vision’ (1959–67) opens on Saunders as she
begins to formulate and promote a new model of
careforthedying.Wefollowherasshebuildsup
a network of support and obtains the necessary
resources for the materialization of her project:
thefoundingofStChristopher’s,thefirstmodern
British hospice, in 1967. During ‘The expansive
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hub for the diffusion of images, practices and
knowledge of good care for the dying. We see
Saunders working tirelessly to display the work
done at St Christopher’s—to students, visitors,
lecture audiences and the media—as rewarding
and effective. She receives credit as the
inspiration for the establishment of hundreds of
hospiceandpalliativecareservicesinBritain,the
United States and elsewhere. In the final section,
‘An exacting joy’ (1986–99) Saunders reflects
upon the ‘‘maturation’’ of the hospice movement
and seeks to define her own role within it. She
traces its origins to nineteenth-century religious
charitable homes, a concept she renovated
through the introduction of modern therapeutics
and professionalism, combined with a strong
spiritual orientation and a gift for listening to her
patients.
The content of the letters, however, provides a
glimpse beyond the teleological coherence of
Clark’s and most other accounts of Saunders’
role in the hospice movement. While this is
unfortunately a one-way correspondence that
includes only Saunders’ side, it illustrates a two-
way interaction between their author and her
surroundings. Readers can gain a sense of how
Saunders tested out the reception of her ideas,
identifiedresourcesandnavigatedbothmundane
and ideological constraints. A different reading
of these letters need not question the magnitude
of Saunders’ achievements or the accuracy of
Clark’s commentary. But it can open other
relevant stories by asking about the (largely
Anglo-American)socialstructuresanddynamics
thatmadethehospiceideasoappealingtocertain
groups of people (but not others), enabled and
shaped the implementation of its various
incarnations, and established Saunders as the
uncontested hero of its history. While Clark’s
introductions are careful and informative, they
offer limited insight into these processes.
Saunders’ letters offer a privileged account of
her interactions because readers of this volume
are not her intended audience. But such readers
are the audience to whom Clark’s editorial
narrative is directed. Meant to be unobtrusive,
Clark’s editing is uneven. Footnotes have been
added mainly to clarify names and
bibliographical references, but many of these,
in addition to unclear references to events and
sources of tension, are left unexplained. Clark’s
chief, if least visible, editorial intervention
is in the selection of about 10 per cent of
approximately 7000 letters. While he does not
hide that he has chosen to tell a particular story,
Clarktellsuslittleabouthowhemadehischoices
and what he left out. One wonders, for example,
about the extent to which the exclusion of
AIDS patients from hospice care, or its limited
accessibility and appeal for non-white middle-
class Britons, was fully illustrated by the handful
of letters addressing these issues. These silences
are a reminder that such a volume can, at best,
provide a partial set of clues into the complex
historical processes that have affected modern
peoples’ experiences of dying and that,
ultimately, these transformations are not
reducible to the influence of a single individual
or to the emergence of an ideal of care.
Noe ´mi Tousignant,
McGill University
Lara V Marks, Sexual chemistry: a history of
the contraceptive pill, New Haven and London,
Yale University Press, 2001, pp. xi, 372, illus.,
£20.00 (hardback 0-3-08943-0).
In May 1960 the United States Food and Drug
Administrationapprovedanoralcontraceptive,a
pill containing oestrogen and progesterone that
offered women a highly effective method to
prevent pregnancy. In the four decades since
1960, the oral contraceptive—popularly known
as ‘‘the pill’’—has been marketed to women
around the world. As Lara Marks makes clear in
thisbook,strikinglylargeproportionsofwomen,
especially indeveloped countries,havetakenthe
pillatsometimeintheirreproductivelives.Even
in the less industrial nations, no other birth
controlmeasure,otherthanthecondom,hasbeen
so widely distributed and used in so many
countries.
Given the importance and implications of this
medical and social innovation, the pill has not
lacked historical attention. In recent years,
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developmentoforalcontraceptives,especiallyin
the United States. But what Marks does in this
important book is to place the scientific
development of the pill, together with its
economic and regulatory dimensions, in a much-
needed international perspective. In clear and
convincing fashion, Marks lays out the influence
of the European sex hormone industry in the
interwar period, analyses the impact of the
emigration of refugee scientists to American
laboratories, and traces the myriad national
contexts in which clinical trials of various oral
formulations were conducted. In so doing, she
significantly enhances our understanding of the
pill’s development and diffusion in comparing
the British and North American experiences
with the contraceptive.
One of the reigning historical interpretations
that Marks challenges is the depiction of the
women who participated in early trials of oral
contraceptives as ‘‘unwitting guinea pigs’’ of
male scientists. Marks joins other historians in
noting that important research on an oral
contraceptive was stimulated and funded by
prominent American women, including the
philanthropist Kathleen McCormick and the
birth control advocate Margaret Sanger.
McCormick’s extensive funding made possible
not only the animal studies to screen drugs for
toxicityandefficacy,butalsotheclinicaltrialsof
the new formulations that necessarily involved
large numbers of women to test the drug. But
wherecouldsuchwomenbefound,especiallyfor
research that violated the societal norms about
sexuality? Marks described how researchers
recruited nurses to serve as volunteers (a good
choicesincetheywereabletofollowthedetailed
instructions requiredin the early tests). But other
women were also pressed into service, including
patients suffering from severe mental disorders
in a Massachusetts psychiatric hospital. Another
major locus of clinical trials on the pill was the
American controlled island of Puerto Rico,
where large numbers of impoverished women
participated in clinical studies. Marks mostly
dismisses charges that Puerto Rican women
representedareadilyaccessible poolofavailable
research subjects. She argues that researchers
tookconsiderabletroubletomonitorthesafetyof
thesewomenandthewellbeingofthebabiesthat
resulted from the failure of the drugs (or from
lack of compliance with the regimen). Perhaps
because we hear so little from these women
subjects or from activists who protested the
exploitation of these women, Marks is less than
persuasive that certain sociocultural factors,
especially racism, did not make these women
more attractive research subjects than middle-
class white women. Unlike Marks, I don’t find
thelackofasignedconsentformamongthemost
troubling features of these early trials. Although
some investigators in this period, including
researchers who were infecting children with
hepatitisvirus,didobtainwrittenpermission,this
washardlyconventionalpractice.Moretroubling
was the risk, both short-term and long-term, that
womenexperienced,despite thephysicians’care
to minimize dangers from the drugs.
Marks’s extensive research and numerous
interviews with participants in the development
of the pill are impressive. She offers a nuanced
analysis of the medical controversies that the
pill created; her discussion of the relationship
between oral contraceptives and cancer is
especially useful for the light it sheds on the
persistent uncertainties thathaveshapedmedical
and popular responses to the risks and benefits
of the pill. In the 1960s the oral contraceptive
was hailed as a ‘‘dream come true,’’ freeing
women from the burdens of unwanted
pregnancy. As Marks convincingly shows,
freedom is seldom free or without risk.
Susan E Lederer,
Yale University
Arthur A Daemmrich, Pharmacopolitics:
drug regulation in the United States and
Germany,ChapelHillandLondon,Universityof
North Carolina Press, 2004, pp. xiii, 203,
£25.50 (hardback 0-8078–2844-0).
Duringthesecondhalfofthetwentiethcentury
the pharmaceutical industry made an
increasingly significant contribution to the
national economies not only of the two countries
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also to those of many others, including Japan,
Britain and France as well as to the growth of
international trade and business. Over the same
period, there was increasing government
regulation concerning the safety and efficacy of
pharmaceutical products in many countries.
However, relatively few detailed explorations of
the development of safety regulation have been
published, so this comparative study of the
developmentoftheregulatoryframeworksinthe
USA and Germany between 1950 and 2000 is
very welcome.
The parameters of the study and its main
focus—the politics of regulation—are
established in the first chapter. Arthur
Daemmrich sets out to explore regulation
vis-a `-vis therapeutic cultures, the term he uses to
encompass the complexity of the relationships
which have developed between those primarily,
although in varying degrees, concerned:
‘‘the state (including legislatures and regulatory
agencies), the pharmaceutical industry, the
medical profession, and disease-based
organizations’’ (p. 4). However, as the later
chapters and the drug case studies evidence, the
existenceandroleintheprocessofdisease-based
organizations is largely confined to the USA
and there it is seen most clearly in the case
of HIV/AIDS.
The study as a whole makes it clear that
differences of history, of political systems, of
waysofdeliveringhealthcareandofprofessional
medical approaches have resulted not only in a
lack of disease-based organizations in Germany,
comparable to those of the USA, but also in the
development of the very different regulatory
regimes revealed in this book. To summarize
the major difference, in the USA regulatory
authority rests solely with the state, whereas in
Germany it is shared across a network of state,
industry and the medical profession.
Case studies on the adoption and use of
terramycin, thalidomide and propanolol are used
to highlight and explain the development of
different systems in the two countries over the
period1950to1980.Thalidomidewas,ofcourse,
the trigger for increasing regulation in the shape
of more stringent testing requirements before
newdrugscouldbelaunchedonthemarketinthe
USA and in many European countries. Although
theUSAescapedtheworsteffectsofthalidomide
because the FDA did not license it, the new
requirementsimposedtookalonger timetomeet
and that impacted significantly on the
introduction of propanolol; the discussion of this
provides a strong contrast with the use of
propanolol in Germany.
By 1980 pre-clinical and clinical trials had
become an institutionalized process in drug
development,a phenomenonexplored at workin
the later chapters, which focus on the last two
decadesofthetwentiethcentury.Thecasesofthe
cancer therapy, interleukin-2 and the anti-AIDS
drug, indinavir are used to illustrate and explore
the nature of post-market drug introduction
surveillance as well asthe changing natureof the
major relationships. In the final chapter the
attempts to create an internationally harmonized
regulatory system and the implications of such a
system are discussed. Given the strength of
national differences in the politics of medicine
and perceptions ofthe patient,highlighted inthis
book, as articulated through the regulatory
systems, now deeply embedded, it is hardly
surprising that international harmonization
encounters resistance.
It is no criticism of this significant and highly
readable comparison of regulatory development
in the USA and Germany, to suggest that further
studies extending the comparison to other
significant drug-producing and consuming
countries would enhance our understanding.
Judy Slinn,
Oxford Brookes University
Ralf Vollmuth, Traumatologie und
Feldchirurgie an der Wende vom Mittelalter zur
Neuzeit: examplarisch dargestellt anhand der
‘‘Grossen Chirurgie’’ des Walther Herrmann
Ryff, Sudhoffs Archiv, Beiheft 45, Stuttgart,
Franz Steiner, 2001, pp. 352, illus., D44.00
(hardback 3-515-07742-1).
The goal of this study is to present the state of
the art in the field of what the author calls
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term of a modern medical discipline), i.e. the
treatmentof injuries, andmilitarysurgery during
the transition period from the Middle Ages tothe
early modern period. At the same time, it aims to
provide a critical evaluation of the plausibility
and effectiveness of the diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures current during that
time period. The basis for this evaluation is a
thoroughexaminationoftheGrosseChirurgieof
Walther Herrmann Ryff, published in 1545.
According to the great historian of surgery Ernst
Gurlt (1898), Ryff’s work is a representative
compilation of the then current surgical
techniques. The Chirurgie, as Vollmuth claims,
not only provides detailed and richly
illustrated material, it was also widely read
and used.
Thestudystartsoffwithabiographicalsection
on Walther Hermann Ryff which provides basic
information on the life and work of this early
modern author. However, Vollmuth’s emphasis
on saving Ryff’s reputation is a bit out of touch
with the concerns of current historiography of
pre-modern medicine. Among other things,
he defends the surgeon’s honour against the
accusation of plagiarism by explaining that
copying others’ books was quite common at the
time. This well-known fact, however, is one of
the reasons why the issue of originality and
priority has become more or less irrelevant for
historians working on early modern medicine, so
that Vollmuth’s attempt at rehabilitating Ryff
seems oddly beside the point.
What is even more problematic, however, is
the study’s analytic strategy. As the author
explicitly states (p. 323), it consists in taking
Ryff’s book apart and reordering it according to
modern concerns. Chapter 1 is a description of
the surgical instruments shown and described in
the Chirurgie. Chapter 2 consists in an
alphabetically ordered list of all the drugs
occurringinRyff’sbook(pp.82–170).Chapter3,
which the author characterizes as the central
chapter, deals with the different injuries, their
treatment,andtheplausibilityandefficacyofthe
surgical treatment procedures according to
modernmedicalknowledge.Thestructureofthis
chapterdeliberatelyfollowsmoderntextbooksof
surgery (p. 171). The first part is devoted to
‘General surgery’ and includes questions of
anaesthesia and pain management, wound
treatment, haemostasis and cauterization,
complications and post-operative treatment.
The second part discusses injuries of various
body regions. This peculiar presentist structure
might make it easier to find particular topics,
in case one wants to compare them with other
books, for example, but it also makes it harder to
understand Ryff, and his book, in the context of
his time. All in all Vollmuth’s study combines
an amazing erudition and thoroughness
concerning philological and antiquarian details
on the one hand, with an equally amazing
naivety as to the aspects of cultural history of
the topic, on the other.
Thomas Schlich,
McGill University, Montreal
Susan Wheeler, Five hundred years of
medicineinart:anillustratedcatalogueofprints
and drawings from the Clements C. Fry
Collection in the Harvey Cushing/John Hay
Whitney Medical Library at Yale University,
Ashgate Publishing, 2001, pp. xxviii, 363,
£85.00, US$144.95 (hardback 0-8596-7992-6).
This catalogue lists and illustrates prints and
drawings on medical themes from the Fry
Collection at Yale University Medical Library.
This wonderfully rich collection consists of
about 2000 images gathered over almost thirty
years by Dr Fry, who donated it to the library in
1955.Theimagesspanfivecenturiesandinclude
the work of over six hundred artists, including
great masters such as Pieter Bruegel,
Rembrandt van Rijn, Guercino, and Hendrick
Goltzius. It is especially strong on French and
British works, particularly images representing
the interaction of doctors and patients,
specific diseases and injuries, and therapeutic
practices.Almosthalfoftheworksaresatiricalor
humorous, including a large number of
excellent caricatures by the French Honore ´
Daumier (1808–1879) and the British Thomas
Rowlandson (1756–1827).
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reproduction of the work (all roughly the size
of the 35-mm. negative from which they were
printed, which makes a magnifying glass a
necessaryaidformostreaders)andatextualentry
identifying the artist, title, medium, dimensions,
and inscription (if any). The catalogue is
organized thematically, with ninety-nine subject
groupings arranged into fourteen main topics
dedicated to different medical professions and
trades,institutions,practices,diseases,therapies,
and so on. This arrangement allows for the
comparison of contemporary representations of
the same topic—for instance, a dozen depictions
ofgrimacingfacesingestingmedicines—oreven
asinglesubject—suchassevendifferentportraits
displaying the obesity of Mr Daniel Lambert of
Leicester, c.1800; as well as the examination of
continuities and changes in representation over
time. (The thematic arrangement, however, is
insensitive to differences in medium or genre.)
The excellent indexes at the end of the catalogue
allow the reader quickly to navigate the
collection, searching by artist, title, publisher,
name, and subject.
The richness of the collection, the inclusion of
a reproduction of every single item in it, and the
carewithwhichthecataloguehasbeeneditedand
put together will make this a valuable tool for
those interested in the intersection of art and
medicine, as well as for those simply looking for
striking images with which to illustrate their
research or teaching.
Daniela Bleichmar,
University of Southern California
Robert Richardson, The story of surgery:
an historical commentary, revised edition,
Shrewsbury, Quiller Press, 2004, pp. vii, 304,
illus., £25.00 (hardback 1-904057-46-2).
I have fond memories from graduate school of
the first edition of this work; it, like this new
edition, is an engagingly written story of the
innovations which made twentieth-century
surgery a safe and widely accepted therapeutic
modality; it contains virtually all ‘‘the old, old
stories that we love to hear’’ and was a favourite
of one of my teachers, Dr Owen Wangensteen.
I have subsequently learned much more about
the history of surgery and historiography and
could, in good conscience, only give it to my
graduatestudentsasacasestudyinhownottodo
history. However, I still recommend it to
medicalstudentsandsurgicalresidentsasaneasy
way to learn something about the heritage of
their profession. In the same way that Galen,
in Anatomical procedures, argued that anatomy
haddifferentusesfordifferentpracticalinterests,
stories of the past have different utilities for
different professions.
The original and the second edition of The
story of surgery begin the story with the advent
and impact of anaesthesia. The story of the last
third of the nineteenth century continues in both
volumes with Lister, early abdominal
interventions and asepsis. The classic story of
appendicitis and appendectomy is told in both
editions. The last decade of the nineteenth
century and the early years of the twentieth are
considerably extended in the second edition—
hernia repair, cancer, and early neurological
surgery are all expanded from the original;
gynaecological surgery is exceptionally
enriched. The story continues through the two
world wars and chest surgery, but the second
edition contains more on heart surgery, arterial
repair and transplantation, stories just begun in
1958. All in all the new text is a very workman
like job of updating and expanding the stories
told in the earlier book.
Inthe preface the authortells us,‘‘Thetwo big
differences in this new edition are, first, the
addition of new material which has increased the
length by abouta third, and second, the inclusion
of the bibliographic sources, missing from its
previous manifestations.’’ My copy of the first
edition is the 1964 Collier paperback, published
asThe story of modernsurgery,new and revised,
a reissue of the 1958 original entitled The
surgeon’s tale; it has no critical apparatus but
does contain an appended bibliography; two
pages long, listing a collection of secondary
sources from which the book was essentially
drawn. This bibliography is, I think, fairly
named. The bibliography has disappeared from
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pages of ‘‘Sources’’, connected to the text by
superscript numbers as if they were notes from
which the text was crafted. These are the
‘‘primary sources’’ of the material described at
the point where the superscript number occurs in
the text but there is no evidence that they were
consulted by the author. There are statements in
quotation marks scattered through the text which
havenosuperscriptnumberassociatedwiththem
and for which no source is identified. I suspect I
could, if pressed, identify the majority of the
secondary sources from which the new material
in the texts is constructed but they are not to be
found in the ‘‘Sources’’. I can only assume that
the ‘‘Sources’’ were superadded from one of the
excellent bibliographies of surgery available—
perhaps Garrison-Morton, listed in the
bibliography of the earlier addition.
In addition to the historiographic limitations
of the critical apparatus, the book is a chronicle
of contributions to surgical progress. It does
not deal with the issues of patient autonomy
and social justice now recognized as a critical
component of the medical profession’s social
contract as well as being the heart and soul of the
important questions of the new social history
which has had a profound impact on the field
since the 1960s. How did these contributions
become widely available while assuring quality
care? How was access to the advance made
possible? How was competence adjudicated?
Whatwastheprofessionalresponsibilityofthese
innovators? are among the questions which cry
outfordiscussioninthesestories,buttheycryout
in vain. There are occasional lapses of judgment,
where the writing outruns the data, e.g., Pasteur
‘‘discoveredbacteria’’andHalsted‘‘introduced’’
the surgical residency, but on the whole the book
is as accurate as the existing secondary sources.
Richardson faithfully tells the stories he has
chosen to tell. I still enjoyed the read, the stories
are the ones loved by my surgical colleagues and
as heritage they cannot hurt anyone; but as
history they are too limited to help anyone.
Dale C Smith,
Uniformed Services University of
the Health Sciences
Rahul Peter Das, The origin of the life of a
human being: conception and the female
according to ancient Indian medical and
sexological literature, Indian Medical Tradition,
vol. 6, Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 2003, pp. xvi,
728, Rs. 1250 (hardback 81-208-1998-5).
In The origin of the life of a human being,
RahulPeterDasexploresthefascinatingsubjects
of conception, anatomy, and female ‘‘seed’’ in
the Sanskrit medical corpus and in later related
texts. A scholarly study that is certainly the only
one of its kind, Das lays out for us a vast and
staggeringly exhaustive array of materials
ordered in quasi-chronological fashion,
beginning with the Carakasam . hita ¯ (circa early
to mid-second century CE) and ending with a
sampling of materials from later Sanskrit
‘‘sexological’’ works.
First of all, I am utterly mystified by this
book’stitle,whichis,Isuspect,a‘‘hedge’’onthe
partofitspublishers,whohavehadarecentspate
of trouble with right-wing Hindus, and who have
perhaps chosen such a title in order to mask the
actual subject matter of the book, which is not
about religious or philosophical formulations on
the origins of human life and its ‘‘mysteries,’’ as
the main title suggests, but is chiefly about
female orgasm, ejaculation, and anatomy. The
bookhasanidentifiable‘‘subject,’’butthereisno
narrative or visible line of argument anywhere to
be found, nor is there an attempt by the author to
provideanysortofculturalcontextorframework
for this material.
Das’s writing style is also unnecessarily
verboseandobfuscatory.Herightlycriticizesthe
importation of inappropriate terms from western
medicine in existing translations and discussions
of classical Indian medicine, but the book is not
helped in any way by his jarring, distasteful, and
juvenile criticisms of other scholars. Although
Das has done a phenomenal amount of research,
he has presented the material with very little
imaginationandinawaythatisoflittleusetohis
readers. Thevolume is unwieldy, andthe writing
is inelegant, undisciplined, and profoundly
difficult to follow or even to assess. Nothing is
tightly or crisply reasoned, and the book is
instead bursting with tangential discussions and
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withpilesofquestionsforwhichtheauthoroffers
very few answers. Das’s prose loosens up
somewhat in the second half of the book, but it is
atthispointthatthewritingbecomesdisturbingly
prurient in places, especially in the footnotes.
This is not a book about women, but only about
their parts. The main body of the book is really
only of use to other philologists, and only then if
they are invested in the subject and interested
in the hair-splitting distinctions in which
Das takes great delight.
The book is not without its merits or uses,
however.Inchapterfive,Dasexplainssomevery
interesting passages on uterine receptivity and
the problem of ‘‘fecund blood’’ versus regular
‘‘menstrualblood’’thatriddlesmanydiscussions
of conception in a variety of early Sanskrit
genres. His multiple chapters on the
Su  s srutasam . hita ¯, a medical compendium that can
be dated to the third century CE, contain some
useful and substantive discussions on the nature
of female procreative substances and anatomical
ducts. His discussion in Appendix I of the
relations of Indian medicine with Greek and
Y  u una ¯nı ¯ medical systems is one of the most
intelligent I have seen. The glossary found at the
back of the book is also excellent and is perhaps
the book’s most useful aspect.
Ultimately, this is an indispensable but very
difficult and idiosyncratic study. I would guide
readers to Das’s conclusion first. If readers are
theninterestedinthespecificsofhowDasarrived
athisconcludingsummaries,andiftheyhavethe
patience for it, they can then refer to the material
in the preceding chapters, which are luckily
coded by chapter and paragraph number in
the conclusion itself.
The book is overly ambitious, and if Das
had worked on a smaller scale and had written
more expansively on individual problems,
the material would be much more accessible.
With keen editing, the entire volume could
have been half its length—it is mostly weighed
down by Das’s excessively chatty and
unreadable verbiage. Had Das designed the book
around its glossary rather than tacking it on
at its end as an appendix, the entire volume
wouldhavebeenmuchmoresuccessfulandmore
useful as a reference.
Martha Ann Selby,
Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study,
Harvard University
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